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In order to facilitate future evaluations, the project documents should entail (besides the established 
results-based-management principles) a Theory of Change, explaining how the outputs will generate 
outcomes and - eventually - an impact. In case this is not possible, at least a logical framework, with 
performance indicators, baseline values and targets both for output and outcome levels should be 
mandatory. This set of data will support in measuring correct performance of the project and provide 
realistic assessment of the relevance, effectiveness and efficiency of future similar projects (eventually 
sustainability could also be assessed). 

Management Response: 

UNECE accepts the recommendation. 

The project document referred to one specific expected accomplishment in the Strategic Framework of 
Subprogrnmme 4 for the biennium 2014-2015 (A/67/6/Prog.17), continued in 2016-2017 
A/69/6/Prog.17). The target values set for this specific indicator have been met at the subprogramme 
level. This being said, UNECE agrees that the project document does not explain fully how each of the 
activities and outputs contribute to the expected results. 

Follow up actions and responsibilities: 

A theory of change and logical framework with performance indicators, baseline values and targets will 
be included in future extra-budgetary projects. The project manager (Ralph Heinrich) will share the 
recommendation with the donor of the present project and with all professional staff in the Partnerships 
Development section and the Innovative Policies Development section in June 2019 to explain the need 
for and benefits of doing this in future projects. 

Recommendation 2: 

UNECE should carefully plan the adoption of the innovation and competitiveness principles by the 
mei:nber States (governments and private sector). By increasing capacities of policy makers and 
popularizing "people-first "principles in PPPs, UNECE plays the "facilitator" role between the public 
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and the private  sector  in the region  and creates  the premises  for  a sustainable  economic  and social

development.  The operationalization  of the principles  should  be  fiuther  guided  by UNECE,  in

consultation  with  the  member  States.

Management  Response:

{JNECE  accepts  the recommendation.

{JNECE  has a mandate  to adopt  innovation  and  competitiveness  pfficiples  and  has been  operationalizing

"peop.le-first"  PPP principles.  {JNECE  alsq  has been  increasing  the capacities  of  policy  makers  in  tis

area  and  has played  the  role  of  facilitator  between  the public  and  private  sectors  and  will  continue  to do

SO.

Follow  up  actions  and  responsibilities:

{JNECE  will  create  a task  force  on innovation  and  competitiveness  principles  at the 2019  annual  session

of  the  Team  of  Specialists  on  Innovation  and  Competitiveness  Policies  (December  2019).  {JNECE  will

continue  to guide  the operationalization  of  people-first  PPP piciples  in consultation  with  member

States. The responsibilities  are with  the Innovative  Policies  Development  Section  (on innovation

principles;  Anders  Joensson)  and  the Partnerships  Development  Section  (on  PPP pmciples;  Geoffrey

Hamilton).

{JNECE  accepts  the  recommendation.

The  number  ofparticipants  benefitting  from  financial  support  andthe  associated  costs  have  beenrecorded

exactly  in the present  project.  This  practice  will  be continued  in future  projects.  hi  future  projects,

questionnaire  responses  will  be collected  from'the  participants  of  all  capacity-building  events.  Moreover,

the contact  details  of  all  participants  will  be collected  in  order  to facilitate  tracing  outcomes  dumg  future

evaluations.

Follow  up  actions  and  responsibilities:

The  recommendation  is already  being  implemented  in  currently  ongoing  projects.  The  responsibility  for

implementing  the recommendation  will  be with  the respective  project  managers  and  event  organizers  in

the Innovative  Policies  Development Section  and the PartnersMp  Development  Section,  under  the

responsibility  of  the Chiefs  of  Sections  of  the two  section  (Anders  Joensson  and  Geoffrey  Hamilton).

MqngBpment  Response:

{JNECE  accepts  the recommendation.

Follow  up  actions  and  responsibilities:
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Gender  and  humanrights  considerations  will  be incorporated  in  the  theory  of  change,  logical  frameworks,

performance  indicators,  baseline  values  and  targets  of  future  projects.  The  project  manager  (Ralph

Heinrich)  will  share  the  recomtnendation  with  the  donor  of  the  present  project  and  with  all  professional

staff  in  the Partnerships  Development  section  and  the  Innovative  Policies  Development  section  in  June

2019  to explain  the  need  for  and  benefits  of  doing  tbis  in  future  projects.

Future  similar  projects  should  foresee  communication  tools  in order  to communicate  the project

achievements  in  a broaderway.  This  recommendationrelates  to the  importance  of  ensuring  accountability

and attracting  extra-budgetary  funds  to  finance  similar  projects.  The  tools  can rely  on modern

communication  tecbnology  (blog,  newsletter,  webinars,  databases,  interactive  platforms).

Management  Response:

{JNECE  accepts  the  recommendation.

More  could  have  been  done  to communicate  project  activities  and  results.  Communication  efforts  were

constrained  by  the  fact  that  the  project  did  not  include  any  funding  for  this  purpose.  In  future  projects,

budgets  for  communication  will  be included  subject  to agreement  with  the  respective  donors.  Such

funding  would  make  it  possible  to create  and  actively  maintain  blogs  or  newsletters  orto  create  webinars.

Irrespective  of  funding,  press  releases  on  project  achievements  will  be prepared  more  systematically,

national  project  partners  will  be encouraged  to communicate  nationally  and  to share  national  media

coverage  with  {JNECE,  and  existing  communication  efforts  (PPP  videos  on  Youtube,  tweets)  will  be

maintained.

Follow  up  actions  and  responsibilities:

The  project  manager  (Ralph  Heinrich)  will  share  the  recommendation  with  the  staff  of  the Innovative

Policies  Development  Section  and  the  Partnerships  Development  Section  and  with  the donor  of  the

current  project  in  June  2019.  The  project  manager  will  meet  with  the  {JNECE  Information  Unit  in  June

2019  to identify  ways  to make  communication  about  fuhire  project  achievements  more  visible.

Management  Response:

UNECE  does  not  accept  the  recommendation.

In  the  opinion  of  the  secretariat,  the  amual  meetings  of  the  Committee  on  Innovation,  Competitiveness

and  PPPs  and  its subsidiary  bodies  have  not  suffered  from  a lack  of  qualified  or relevant  delegates.

Therefore  there  is no need  to take  additional  steps  to increase  the  participation  of  relevant  delegates.

Recommendation  7:

In  order  to facilitate  networking  and  sharing  of  best  practices,  rely  not  only  on  formal  events.  UNECE

acts  sometimes  as a knowledge  "broker"  and  repository,  and  could  consider  creating  and  maintaining  a

virtual  communication  platform  for  policy  makers  and  specialist  in  the  region.  This  tool  should  be
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different  from  the  one  mentioned  in  Recommendation  4 (outmard  oriented)  and  should  be dedicated  to

"specialists"  in  the  region.

Management  Response:

UNECE  does  not  accept  the  recommendation.

{JNECE's  good  practices  and  principles  in  the  areas  of  innovation,  competitiveness  and  PPPs,  as well  as

our  publications  on  national  and  comparative  reviews,  are available  online,  forming  a repository  of  the

knowledge  created  under  subprogramme  4 that  is freely  accessible  to external  experts.  A separate

additional  communication  platform  over  and  above  what  is included  in recommendations  5 is not

necessary.

Recommendation  7a:

{JNECE  could  re-think  some  of  the  events  organized  in  the  region.  While  the  nature  of  (semi)official

meetings  needs  to maintain  an etiquette  (for  governmental  representatives),  at least  for  practitioners

"warm-up"  activities  could  be considered.  During  a two-days  standard  event,  participants  break  the  ice

by  the time  when  the event  is over.  The  participants"  fluctuation  prevents  from  creating  informal

networks.  Hence  an  online  database  of  "who's-who"  could  be created,  in  order  to facilitate  networking

in  the  region.

Management  Response:

{JNECE  partially  accepts  the  recommendation.

We  agree  that  "warm-up  activities"  to  break  the  ice  are  useful.  UNECE  does  not  agree  to  create  an online

database  of  who's  who.  The  secretariat  does  have  large  databases  of  expert  contacts,  but  if  these  data

were  shared  widely,  this  would  create  a risk  of  abuse  (spamming,  or  someone  sending  communications

pretending  to speak  for  {JNECE).

Follow  up  actions  and  responsibilities:

The recommendation does not specif5r which  activities could be used to "breakthe  ice". hi the experience
of  UNECE,  coffee  breaks,  event  dinners  and  small-group  break-out sessions  can  be  used  for  tbis  purpose.

In  future  projects,  hospitality  budgets  will  be included  subject  to donor  agreement.  Tours  de table  for

participants  to introduce  each  other  will  be included  in  all  capacity  building  events.  Small  group  breakout

sessions  with  report-back  will  be included  where  feasible,  i.e.  where  there  are no language  barriers  or

where  additional  interpretation  can  be  provided  as necessary.

To implement  the recommendation  is ongoing  work.  The  responsibility  falls  wit  the remit  of  the

Innovative  Policies  Development  Section  (Anders  Joensson)  and  the  Partnerships  Development  Section

(Geoffrey  Hamilton).
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